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• concerns that individuals were unnecessarily treated unfairly, improperly, belittled,

publicly humiliated, and suffered irreparable reputational damage.

• allegations of improper behaviour by Counsel Assisting.

• a record number of complaints made to the Inspector of the ICAC.

• video footage of Commissioner Latham noting the extraordinary powers of the ICAC

which provided for a "free kick" against affected persons, whose legal

representatives "could do nothing", and that this (cruel) treatment was akin to

"pulling wings off a butterfly".

• the jurisdictional overreach observed by the High Court in the decision of ICAC v

Cunneen [2015] HCA 14.

• the necessity to protect the ICAC from its own failings by introducing the

Independent Commission Against Corruption Amendment (Validation) Act 2015.

• public animosity between the respective lnspector(s) of the ICAC and

Commissioners lpp and/or Latham.

• findings by the Inspector of the ICAC of improper behaviour and misconduct on the

part of Counsel Assisting, Mr Geoffrey Watson SC.

The Parliament has recognised and acknowledged that the model required refinement to 

reduce the risk of overreach and poor behaviour. There was also significant public confusion 

to remedy. 

As a result of this disturbing period, on 1 June 2016, the Parliamentary Committee on the 

ICAC ("the Committee") commenced an inquiry in relation to two reports of the Inspector of 

the ICAC. The Committee published its report on 27 October 2016. 

On 23 November 2016, the Parliament assented to the Independent Commission Against 

Corruption Amendment Act 2016. This was an acknowledgment that the ICAC needed repair 

and permeated in significant structural and procedural changes in the ICAC model and how 

it functions. 

This inquiry is a further acknowledgment that individuals were unfairly treated and have 

suffered significantly merely by being adversely named in an ICAC investigation. 

Messrs Bart Bassett, Christopher Spence, and  were such individuals. No 

findings of corrupt conduct were made against them. Yet they were publicly humiliated and 

belittled. Their respective reputations severely damaged. They have suffered mentally, 

physically, and financially. 
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A pre-requisite to reputational rehabilitation is accountability. It is implored on this 

Committee to examine what caused the ICAC to apparently spiral out of control. Only then 

can the Committee be satisfied that proper safeguards and remedies are in place to ensure 

that the risk of any such further abusive behaviour is diminished. 

Remarkably, not one officer of the ICAC has ever been held to public account for 

misbehaviour. The officers of the ICAC appear to exist in a vacuum void of misbehaviour. 

There has simply been no vigilant oversight. This lack of accountability appears to be at the 

heart of an institution that itself became untouchable. 

A torch needs to be shone to examine how individuals such as Messrs Bassett, Spence, and 

 could be accused of corrupt behaviour when none was never found to exist. The 

gate to the public inquiry should never have been opened. Their political careers were 

emasculated. Whilst there is no mechanism for re-instatement as members of Parliament, 

their ability to serve in the public sector (based on merit) should not be prejudiced. 

Officers of the ICAC and Counsel Assisting must operate in an environment where there are 

significant consequences to misbehaviour or abuse on their part. At the heart of this 

submission is ensuring that allegations of corruption are never again made with frivolity and 

recklessness. 

And that the participants, namely officers of the ICAC and Counsel Assisting, responsible in 

the improper making of such allegations are held to account. Without such measures the 

risk remains that the sins of the past will be repeated. This would allow the horrific cruelling 

of the careers and lives of innocent individuals. 

Exoneration Protocol 

The Committee should consider the implementation of the following measures as part of 

and/or the development of an exoneration protocol: 

(i) A public announcement made in Parliament, acknowledging and apologising to a

category of individuals defined as "innocent individuals" who have been

subjected to abuse and/or improper reputational damage from being adversely

named in an ICAC investigation - including Messrs Bassett, Spence and .

(ii) The announcement referred to in (i) above be published in each major print

media, ie. The Australian, Daily Telegraph, Australian Financial Review, and

Sydney Morning Herald.

(iii) All media reports and references relating to an innocent individual in an

investigation of the ICAC investigation be expunged from electronic search

engines.

(iv) Innocent individuals who lost a public appointment or position because he or she

was adversely named in an ICAC investigation are to be placed on a priority list

for merit based public re-appointment.
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This Submission will focus on the investigation known as Operation Spicer, and the 

significant reputational damage suffered to Messrs Bart Bassett, Christopher Spence, and 

. 

As a result of the failings which occurred during the I pp/Latham period, the ICAC Act was 

recently amended to incorporate a (new) three Commissioner model under Chief 

Commissioner Peter Hall QC. Guidelines and protocols were also put in place in relation to 

the behaviour of Counsel Assisting. 

Mr Hall QC, in his book entitled, Investigating Corruption and Misconduct in Public Office: 

Commissions of Inquiry - Powers and Procedures states: 

"The position of counsel assisting has in a general sense been equated to that of a 

Crown Prosecutor in that it is his or her duty to perform his or her function in a fair 

and even-handed way ......... The comparison is valid in the sense that ultimately, a 

commission of inquiry is concerned to establish the truth of matters it investigates 

and hence care must be exercised in seeking evidence both for and against any 

working hypothesis and in providing a fair opportunity for those who may be the 

subject of adverse findings to be heard and deal with them. That of course does not 

limit the role of counsel assisting in the development of plans and strategies with 

commission investigators to flush out evidence on an issue." (emphasis added) 

Mr Bruce McClintock SC, Inspector of the ICAC, in his report dated 19 December 2019, 

entitled, Report pursuant to sections 578 (5) and 77A of the Independent Commission 

Against Corruption Act 1988 concerning an audit under section 578 (1) (d) thereof into the 

Independent Commission Against Corruption�s procedures for dealing with counsel assisting 

in investigations and inquiries under Part 4 of the Act (hereinafter "the McClintock Report"), 

stated in relation to the role of Counsel Assisting (generally): 

"26. It is important to note that counsel assisting behaves with moderation. As 

Salmon LJ said in discussing inquisitorial processes: 

An opening statement will also assist the Press in reporting the proceedings. 

The statement should be an impartial summary of the investigation and avoid 

any comments likely to make sensational headlines. It should be emphasised 

that until the evidence has been heard it would be wrong to draw any 

conclusions. 

27. These remarks apply with force to counsel assisting's conduct in eliciting

evidence at a public inquiry. While publicity and sensational headlines may

be an inevitable accompaniment of many ICAC public inquiries, that should

not be because of counsel assisting's behaviour but rather a result of the

evidence elicited fairly and dispassionately.
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independence as counsel assisting had been compromised." (at paragraph 

30} 

(iii} "The same must also be said about Mr Watson's role in offering the 

inducement to Dr Cornwell. That should have been left to the Commission 

staff in consultation with the Commissioner as the time. I regard his 

involvement as inappropriate." (at paragraph 30} 

(iv} "That said, it was a significant failure of process which damaged the public 

standing of the Commission and should not have happened." (at paragraph 

33} 

(v} "That question, despite Mr Watson's expression of regret, was reported on 

the Sydney Morning website within minutes of it occurring, under the 

headline: Take a cab out to Malabar: ICAC witness Tim Koe/ma warned he 

could be jailed for lying. The opening sentence of the article was: A lunchtime 

visit to a Sydney jail was suggested to a key witness at a corruption inquiry as 

a reminder of the consequences of lying. I regard this as a threat and an 

entirely inappropriate one. The passage and its reporting are not likely to 

have enhanced the reputation of the Commission for fair conduct of its public 

inquiries." (at paragraph 34} 

(vi} "Sexualised references such as this are, in my view, inappropriate. They 

trivialise and debase what is a serious occasion when a witness' reputation 

and career may be at stake." (at paragraph 36} 

(vii} "Of equal concern are the remarks which Mr Watson apparently made to an 

Australian Financial Review journalist and which were reported in that 

journal on 25 July 2014." (at paragraph 39} 

(viii} "I am unable to see how Mr Watson's description of his purpose to "upset" 

the witness is consistent with his duties as counsel assisting. It is no part of 

his role to upset witnesses - many might think that approach would be less 

likely to get to the truth than permitting the witness to give evidence in a 

calm and rational manner, challenging him or her where appropriate. To the 

extent that he carried that purpose into action it was inappropriate and 

unfair." (at paragraph 40} 

The behaviour of Mr Watson SC as Counsel Assisting in Operation Spicer was poor, and 

adversely effected all affected persons including Messrs Bart Bassett, Chris Spence, and 

. 
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Operation Spicer - Bassett., Spence., and  

Messrs Bart Bassett, Chris Spence, and  were "affected" persons in 

Operation Spicer as defined by s 74A (3) of the /CAC Act. 

The following scope and purpose of the investigation related to Messrs Bassett, Spence, and 

: 
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a. whether, between April 2009 and April 2012, certain Members of Parliament,

including Christopher Hartcher MP, , and Christopher Spence MP,

and other, including Timothy Koe/ma and Raymond Carter, corruptly solicited,

received and concealed payments from various sources in return for certain Members

of Parliament agreeing to favour the interests of those responsible for the payments;

b. whether, between December 2010 and November 2011, certain Members of

Parliament, including Christopher Hartcher MP, , and Christopher

Spence MP, and others, including Raymond Carter, solicited, received and failed to

disclose political donations from companies, including prohibited donors, contrary to

the Election Funding, Expenditure and Disclosure Act 1981;

m. whether certain companies and persons including Buildev Pty Limited, .......... and 

......... influenced or sought to influence a public official, namely Bart Bassett, to make 

planning decisions for their benefit;" 

Bart Bassett 

In 2010, Mr Bassett was preselected as the Liberal Party candidate to contest the seat of 

Londonderry. 

On 26 March 2011, Mr Bassett was elected as a Member of Parliament for the seat of 

Londonderry. 

On 6 August 2014, during the public hearing in Operation Spicer, Mr Watson SC alleged that 

a company related to Mr Nathan Tinkler, Broadwalk Resources donated separate cheques of 

$35,000 and $18,000 to the Free Enterprise Foundation. Mr Watson SC further alleged that 

the sum of $18,000 was credited to the political campaign of Mr Bassett leading into the 

2011 State election. 

At no time prior to 6 August 2014, was Mr Bassett spoken to by any officer of the ICAC. The 

allegation which took the form of the above scope and purpose m. set out above came as a 

complete surprise to Mr Bassett. 

The purported "influence" in scope m. related to a Development Application (hereinafter 

"the DA") for a nursing home that Buildev had made to the Hawkesbury Council in 2008. 

The DA was recommended for approval by the Council staff. 
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As Mayor of Hawkesbury, Mr Bassett voted in favour of the DA to break a 5-5 deadlock 

amongst the Councillors. 

Mr Bassett never once voted against a Council staff recommendation. 

The allegation set out in m. caused immediate and significant reputational damage to Mr 

Bassett. 

The Operation Spicer Report found no evidence of any corrupt conduct on the part of Mr 

Bassett. There was no proper nor reasonable basis to make the allegation. 

Importantly, without this limb of the allegation the matter would not have fallen within the 

remit of the ICAC, but rather would have been a matter for the Electoral Funding Authority. 

In turn, Mr Bassett would have avoided the public humiliation of an ICAC investigation. 

Christopher Spence and  

On 5 March 2009, Mr Tim Koelma registered the business name "Eightbyfive". 

The investigation examined income received by Eightbyfive from three sources, namely 

Australian Water Holdings ("AWH"), Gazcorp, and Patinak Farm. 

In late 2009, Mr Spence was preselected as the Liberal Party candidate for the seat of The 

Entrance, and Mr  was preselected as the Liberal Party candidate for the seat of 

 

Messrs Spence and  received income from Eightbyfive. 

The Operation Spicer Report found no evidence of any corrupt conduct on the part of 

Messrs Spence and . There was no proper nor reasonable basis to make any 

allegation that Messrs Spence and  favoured the interests of AWH, Gazcorp, or 

Patinack Farm. 

Importantly, without this second limb of the allegation set out in a. the matter would not 

have fallen within the remit of the ICAC, but rather would have been a matter for the 

Electoral Funding Authority. In turn, Messrs Spence and  would have avoided the 

public humiliation of an ICAC investigation. 

On 9 January 2017, the NSW Electoral Commission ("NSWEC") completed its investigation 

into donations made to the NSW Liberal Party candidates in the lead up to the 2011 State 

Election. The payments investigated by the NSWEC were those also examined by the ICAC 

from AWH, Gazcorp, and Patinak Farm relating to funds received by Messrs Spence and 

. 
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The NSWEC concluded as follows: 

"The NSWEC received advice from the Crown Solicitor's Office that there was, in this 

instance, insufficient evidence to prove that: 

• These donors were property developers according to the EFED Act definition; and

• Payments made to Spence and  were political donations as defined by the

EFED Act."

Reputational Damage 

Had a proper analysis of the facts been undertaken by the ICAC, and in particular, by Mr 

Watson SC as the ultimate gatekeeper the allegations would never have been advanced 

against Messrs Bassett, Spence, and  during the course of a public hearing. 

On 18 February 2014, the ICAC announced that a public inquiry would be held into the 

investigations referred to as Operation Credo and Spicer. 

On the same day, Messrs Spence and  were stood down from the NSW Liberal Party. 

In Parliament, they were forced to sit with the crossbench. Politically, they were ostracised, 

ridiculed, and humiliated. 

On 6 August 2014, Mr Bassett was stood down from the NSW Liberal Party. In Parliament, 

he too was forced to sit with the crossbench. Politically, he was also ostracised, ridiculed, 

and humiliated. 

Furthermore, it was made clear to Messrs Bassett, Spence, and  that they would not 

be allowed to seek preselection as Liberal Party candidates for the 2015 NSW election. In 

short, their respective political careers had been destroyed. 

Subsequently, all three men were cleared of any corrupt conduct. The adage "too little too 

late" is sadly applicable. 

Unfortunately, the fact that they were adversely named in an investigation has had an 

everlasting dire effect on their ability to be gainfully employed. Notwithstanding the lapse in 

time - the reputation al stain appears impossible to remove. 

The Committee must acknowledge that the reputational damage of an individual is 

significantly damaged (perhaps beyond repair) from the moment the individual is named in 

the ICAC media release. 

S 6 (2) of the ICAC Act (as amended in 2016) now provides the safeguard that a decision by 

the ICAC to conduct a public inquiry under s 31 must be authorised by the Chief 

Commissioner and at least one other Commissioner 
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(i) A public announcement in Parliament, acknowledging and apologising to an

innocent individual who has been subjected to abuse and/or improper

reputational damage from being adversely named in an ICAC investigation -

including Messrs Bassett, Spence and .

(ii) The announcement referred to in (i) above be published in each major print

media, ie. The Australian, Daily Telegraph, Australian Financial Review, and

Sydney Morning Herald.

(iii) All reports and references relating to an innocent individual and an investigation

by the ICAC investigation be expunged from electronic search engines.

(iv) Innocent individuals who lost a public appointment because of being adversely

named in an ICAC investigation are to be placed on a priority list for merit based

public appointments.

(v) The formation of an independent tribunal (or alternatively, amending the /CAC

Act to enable the Supreme Court of NSW) to consider whether an innocent

individual (who falls within the exoneration category) is entitled to

compensation.

Other Relevant Matters 

The Committee must also recognise the severe impact that an ICAC investigation has on the 

family of an affected person. 

There have been numerous complaints about ICAC leaks - but no action appears to be 

taken. Your reputation is immediately tarnished as soon as you are mentioned as being part 

of an ICAC investigation. Until such time as a formal announcement is made an individual 

should have the right to anonymity. 

These pre-emptive leaks must stop. 

The Committee should consider amending the ICAC Act to include: 

(i) a media protocol that would enforce anonymity of an individual who may be

part of an investigation until such time as a formal announcement is made by the

ICAC; and

(ii) a requirement that the Inspector of the ICAC must investigate any pre-emptive

media leaks.

In order to ensure that the current safeguards are adequate the Committee should consider 

making a recommendation that an independent commission of inquiry (such as a Royal 

Commission) is held to investigate and examine the inadequate behaviour of the ICAC, its 

officers, and Counsel Assisting during the !pp/Latham period. 
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